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Today’s chemical laboratories

Pros

• Easy to customize experiments

• Low cost consumables

• Enjoyable (to some)

Cons
• Time and labour
• Space inefficient
• High manual skill required

~1960 ~2010



Moving to self driving laboratories
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Safety
Productivity
Quality

Current Paradigm
semi-automated

Future Paradigm

fully-automated



The Future Laboratory Utopia

Johnny Depp in Transcendence 
(2014)

Nottingham UniversityCambridge University



Building the future laboratory

• Goal: A fully automated nanoparticle synthesis rig, compatible with 
ML

• A long list of problems

• Requires high expertise to build

• Expensive hardware and software

• Hard to reconfigure

• These issues were common across every researcher I spoke with

• How will we build a future laboratory in the next decade?

Johnny Depp in Transcendence (2014)

*Profit, Product and Process
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Rapid Industrialization of Next Generation Nanomaterials (RINGS – 2019-2021) – £125k



Challenges with introducing automation

1. Most equipment have no available driver for digital communication, requiring the use of 
manually operated controls

2. Researchers create huge, complex and poorly documented code for automation

3. Things need to be programmed from scratch for proper debugging

4. A huge time investment is needed – maybe even more than the time saved in experiments

5. Most commercial automated equipment are expensive

6. Most commercial automated equipment have limited ranges of capabilities

7. Suppliers don’t supply integration capabilities

8. Scientists are afraid of having their jobs taken

9. People don’t read documentation



The closed-loops of doom

Researchers struggle 
to integrate 

automated labs

Researchers do not 
create automated 

labs

There is low market 
demand for suppliers 
to provide integration 

capabilities

There are few 
commercial hardware 
products that can be 

easily integrated 

Less uses of ML in 
chemistry

Less interest and 
funding in ML

Less innovation

Researchers do not use 
automated labs



Objectives

• How can we create a tool that makes automating chemical labs:

• Easy for beginners

• Low-cost

• Flexible

• Enjoyable

• Focus: software development

• Open-source community potential

• Easy to distribute

• Take advantage of hardware already present in labs
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Current software solutions

Matlab Labview Robot Operating System 
(ROS)

Type Engineering programming 
platform

Development platform for visual 
programming

Open-source robotics 
middleware suite

Price £ 720/year £ 1,320.00/year FREE
Pros Widely taught in uni

Good data handling
Built-in packages

Parallelization 
Built-in drivers/controls

Large user community
Many packages for robot 

control
Cons Heavy installation

Non-intuitive parallelization
Closed source

Non-intuitive visual coding
Poor support for updates

Tied into NI hardware

High coding expertise
Tailored to robotics – not 

chemistry
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New frameworks: ChemOS
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[1] Roch et al. PlosOne (2021) https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229862 

Objective:
• “Facilitates the integration of automated equipment, and 

it enables remote control of automated laboratories”



Nice – how do I use it?

Supporting information:

“Details specific to each of the 
experimental procedures, such as 
available robotic hardware or 
experimental conditions to refine, were 
provided via intuitive configuration files. 

The configuration files include all 
information needed to orchestrate an 
experimental procedure in full 
autonomy.”
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README @ Github: “Under construction”



The Chemputer

• “A generalized approach to 
automating chemical synthesis”

• Hardware/software integration

• Complex architecture and code 
requirements

• Specific to chemputer equipment 
and chemical synthesis
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Steiner et al. Science 363, 6423 (2019)



Needs for a new framework

• A user-friendly, intuitive framework

• Easy for both experimentalists and AI researchers

• Encourages “learning by doing” and knowledge sharing

• Lightweight code, and easy to distribute

• A metric for how good the framework is

• Publications, start-up time, number of case studies, hours spent on it

• The number of people who use it
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Starting Points

• Using Python

• Free, open source and many
packages for ML

• Marketing

• An odd yet memorable name

• Agile principles

• Making modification a feature
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Flab
Fast, Flexible and Fun
https://pypi.org/project/flab/



Guiding principles

Principles Practices Effects
Modularity OOP/Inheritance Easily reuse and modify code
Parallelization Threading/Multiprocessing Manipulate many different 

devices
Synchronization Universal object space Share information across 

networks
Intuitive Minimalist, reasonable 

ontologies
Low documentation required

Accessible Open source distribution Build an educational 
community



Our audience

• Area of expertise:

• Chemistry, chemical engineering, biotech

• Starting education

• Equipment: manual adjustments of dials. Maybe some working knowledge of pumps and valves

• Coding: Maybe a little python or matlab from coursework

• Typical Workflow:

1. Design experiment on paper (or in your head)

2. Create a procedure

3. Assemble apparatus in laboratory with appropriate equipment (hotplates, balances, analytics, etc.)

4. Attempt and refine until it works



Objects
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Flab

VariableTask UI (User Interface)Device

synchronization



Tasks

• Individual programs that can run parallel to each other via

• Threading (synchronously or asynchronously)

• Multiprocessing (multi-core)

• Enables

• logically complex routines (in contrast to Labview)

• use of ML packages like tensorflow or pytorch

• rapid prototyping

• You can debug a pump and while maintaining a hot plate 
at the same time

1 2 1



Devices

DEVICE

PROTOCOL

DRIVER Instructions for digital communication

Specific actions you’d like to make 

Computer Digitally controlled 
instrument

RS-232/485
TTL

Computer
PLC

Arduino

Analog 
controlled 
instrument

RS-232/485
TTL

Analog Current/Voltage



Project Directory Structure

-Projects

|-- Boot à application boot script

|-- Devices à Device classes

|-- Tasks  à Task classes

|-- UIs à UI classes



Automation Workflow

1. Choose the devices you need, and load 
them into the automation framework

2. Program a task (or multiple tasks) in 
python with high-level commands

• i.e. “ device1.start()” or

“experiment.start(parameters)”

3. Construct AI “loops”

4. Run and stop task(s) as you need during 
an experiment

5. Increase in complexity as necessary
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Example Optimisation
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class Task():

task_name = ‘targeted_optimisation_example'
task_type = 'thread'
task_stopped = False

def __init__(self,flab):
self.flab = flab

def run(self):
target = 1
optimisation_completed = False
while optimisation _completed == False:

result = self.flab.start_task(‘experiment’,parameters)
if result == target:

optimisation_completed = True
self.flab.vars[‘target_parameters’] = parameters

else:
parameters = self.flab.start_task(‘suggest’, parameters, result, target)

def stop(self):
self.flab.tasks[targeted_optimisation_example'].task_stopped = True

Start experiment

Suggest new parameters

Target met? Stop



Uis (Prototyping – Console2)
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Complex UI (bespoke flow chemistry rig)



Example 1 – pH Adjustment

8 pumps
-built in controller
-usb/serial comms.

1 pH sensor
-Arduino/Tentacle 
controller
-usb/serial comms
3 stepper motors
-Arduino/RAMPS
-usb/serial comms

1

3

2

Predict the 
Titration Curve

Select 
Condition

Target 
Reached?

Update 
Dataset

Model Training

Titration Finished

no

yes

a b

4

4

c

Initialization

Pomberger et al. Chem Eng J. 451, 4, 139099 (2023)



Example 2 – Flow Chemistry Scale-up

8 pumps
-built in controller
-usb/serial comms.

28 pressure sensors
-Arduino controller
-usb/serial comms

2 hot plates (ika)
-built in controller
-usb/serial comms
--about 30 min to config..

1 mass flow controller
-built in controller
-published python api

Jose et al. Instant scale-up of small molecule pharmaceuticals
Accelerated Materials Whitepapers (2022)



Example 3 – Flow Nitration (in progress)

4 pumps
-built in controller
-usb/serial comms.

1 pressure sensor
-usb/serial comms

1 inline NMR

1 distribution valve

1 hot plate

A

B

C

D

P

T

NMR

waste



Next Steps

Feature Building

• Creation of additional functionality based on 
feedback:

• A library of plugins for common devices

• Online tutorials

• Data objects for easy access to databases

• Remote communication/IOT module

• Partnerships in hardware, data/cloud engineering, AI

• Collaborations with industry and academics

Collaborations

• To improve utility and distribution

• Benefits

• Custom package development

• Increased automation know-how

• Productivity validation
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